Surveillance trends within the MENA region
Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman and Jordan

Surveillance trends within the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region are very diverse
as not all countries are equally equipped to employ the technologies[1]. Over the course of the
last two decades, the Gulf States have increasingly invested in surveillance technology and
spearheaded citizen surveillance. In the early 2010s, governments of Gulf countries dedicated
their resources to digital transformation and infrastructure to support their ambitions as global
leaders in digital finance as well as to manage the ever-growing use of social media and
smartphones. While other countries suffered to fully digitize their services, Gulf countries had
a swift digital transition during the pandemic. Bahrain[2], for example, recorded a 20-fold
surge in government mobile application usage in five months in 2020 compared to the same
time window in 2019.
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries are engaged in ambitious national transformation
plans such as Saudi Vision 2030[3] and Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030[4]. To ensure these
visions the GCC countries are investing more resources in digitization and adopting measures
under the guise of COVID-19, with the demand for more surveillance technology increasing
in pace and urgency[5].
Many civil society organizations have been urging governments to ensure universal human
rights standards when deploying digital technologies to track and monitor individuals and
populationsIn a collective statement, more than 100 organizations warned of an increase in
state digital surveillance powers, such as obtaining access to mobile phone location data, which
would threaten citizens’ privacy, freedom of expression and association, and violating rights.
Caution was advised against these measures as they may pose a risk of discrimination and
disproportionately harming marginalized communities[6].
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Considering governments’ notorious use of cyber-security technologies to track the location of
their citizens, governments have had the capacity for surveillance increase with the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic[7]. The use of these technologies has been normalized under the
moral guise of limiting the spread of the coronavirus among the population and which may
have masqueraded alternative uses of personal data for non-health related purposes [8]. Despite
the existence of data protection laws in some of the Gulf constitutions, their implementation
has been fickle[9]. Thus, the entanglement between internal oppressive politics and
unavailability or unjust reinforcement of laws is the subject of our current study, commissioned
by the Gulf Centre for Human Rights (GCHR). This report will shed light on the preliminary
highlights pertaining to the technologies used for COVID-19 tracking and some of the
contextual laws in place.
Gulf States have continuously acquired global surveillance technologies and weaponized them
against their citizens[10]. The integral problem with digital surveillance, in particular, is that
there is very little room for citizens to evade or protect themselves from it, assuming that they
were aware of its existence in the first place. The lack of transparency pertaining to the use of
these technologies renders monitoring of the long-term impact, prevention of abuse, as well as
accountability of the authorities responsible for the violations, nearly impossible.
COVID-19 technologies deployed in Gulf countries:
The research analysis uncovered main trends and patterns that were deployed across the
different countries. Although the primary focus was on contact tracing apps, the countries used
other invasive technologies such as crowd reporting apps, COVID-19 self-assessment apps,
health information apps, registration apps for COVID-19 vaccines, cell tower surveillance,
drones/robots, and bracelets/beacons. The patterns will be conferred through case studies from
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, and Jordan.
Bahrain
The Information & e-Government Authority in Bahrain developed a contact tracing and
quarantine enforcement app called BeAware written with Ionic Framework in JavaScript, and
using Apache Cordova for building, according to Amnesty Tech.[11]. The application is paired
to a Bluetooth bracelet which tracks movement and uploads the information to a central server
every 10 minutes. The use of the bracelet is mandatory for those in quarantine. If an individual
wearing the bracelet is more than 15 meters away from their phone, the monitoring station is
notified, and they may be subjected to legal penalties under the Public Health Law No. 34
(2018) which includes imprisonment for at least three months and/or a fine ranging between
BD1,000 and BD10,000 (approximately US$2,700, and US$27,000 respectively)[12]. The
app's features include location tracking, booking testing appointments, retrieving results and
requesting permissions to leave self-isolation. Furthermore, users may be asked to upload
photos as proof of self-isolation.
Technically speaking, Bahrain does have a law pertaining to data protection. In fact, Law No.
(30) issued in 2018 for the Protection of Personal Data, and put into effect in 2019, constituted
the second national law in the Gulf region to directly address the right to personal data
protection after Qatar.
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An anonymous human rights defender and digital security expert added that despite the
establishment of articles promoting privacy and the formation of human rights organizations
post-2011, data protection laws remain unimplemented. Rather, the norm became the tracing
and surveillance for politicians and human rights defenders in Bahrain. The source added that
COVID-19 was used to silence opposition as the government targeted gatherings on online
platforms.
"The arrests were made on a sectarian basis seeing as the religious leaders were particularly
targeted during the month of Muharam. The Bahraini government was monitoring live videos
on social media, and arrested the religious leaders broadcasting online using the COVID-19
gatherings law as justification," said the expert.
Kuwait
On 18 April 2020, the Kuwait Ministry of Health launched a mobile app called "Shlonik"[13]
("How are you?" in the Kuwaiti dialect) to monitor individuals who are under mandatory home
quarantine. It was developed in cooperation between the Ministry of Health, Central Agency
for Information Technology, and Zain telecommunication company. According to Mona AlKhabaz, the director of the Health Ministry's team in charge of digital monitoring of the
quarantined individuals, the Shlonik app is linked to a smart barcoded bracelet that is worn by
persons in mandatory quarantine and monitored by more than 100 doctors[14]. The app tracks
their movements and notifies the Ministry of Health if they breach their quarantine. The
bracelet is handed to all persons entering the country from abroad as part of their 14-day
quarantine protocol. Thus far, more than 30,000 people who returned to the country were
required to download the Shlonik app[15]. In the app's codebase the bracelet is often referred
to by the name "AMAN", as well as described as "beacon". The app itself is able to detect if
individuals have come in contact with those who tested positive for COVID-19. Since the app
was published, it has been downloaded more than 100k times.
Individuals breaching their house quarantine are transferred to government facilities to
continue their quarantine period and may be subject to a fine of 5,000 Kuwaiti dinars
(approximately US$15,000) and/or three months' imprisonment[16].
Currently, there are no data protection laws available in Kuwait. However, the Government of
Kuwait is considering the introduction of such a law based on provisions from the Constitution
of Kuwait 1962 outlining a preliminary basis for the protection of personal data. These
provisions include the Cyber Security Framework for the Kuwaiti Banking Sector[17], and
Labor Law No. 6/2010[18] for the Private Sector, which set out requirements that overlap and
impact data protection in relation to employment.
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The usage of an app linked to a GPS bracelet is common in both Bahrain and Kuwait. Both of
their apps were primarily developed by governmental technology institutions, yet Kuwait
employed a private sector partner, Zain telecommunication. Zain's Smart Bracelets was
originally created in 2016 for Hajj[19]. The source of the bracelet used in Bahrain is still
unknown. The similar technologies have also brought up similar human rights violations
concerns. Unlike most contact-tracing apps, Bahrain and Kuwait use GPS to capture and collect
real time movements of individuals. Citizens are originally required to register with a national
ID number, which infers that their movements are constantly linked to their ID numbers.
According to Amnesty International researchers, user anonymity is usually ensured by contact
tracing apps in other countries, making the national ID number requirement for the apps in
Bahrain and Kuwait a strange and alarming measure[20].
The nation-wide continuous surveillance and subsequent privacy breaches in Bahrain and
Kuwait have been noted by Amnesty International as disproportionate public health responses
that could not be justified, ultimately confirming a governmental tracking agenda[21].
"One of the main problems surrounding the tracing applications is the anonymity of the
application's developers. Was it the government? Or commercial corporations? It is not clear
who is behind the application development. In Kuwait, it is known that the application they use
was developed by Zain Telecommunications. They did not only develop the app itself, but are
responsible for the operational centers managing the applications. This infers that the
applications are permitting them to access the personal users' information. This fact applies to
other countries as well. Private sector corporations can use this information to build customer
profiles and sell it to other companies to target consumers. Health information in general should
not be accessed for commercial use." - Anonymous Source
Oman
The Ministry of Health in the Sultanate of Oman announced, on 06 April 2020, the launch of
a mobile app called "Tarassud" (Monitoring) to track COVID-19 infection rates and monitor
infected individuals in quarantine. The data collected was declared to be used to continuously
update Oman's recovery statistics as well as to guide the Ministry's data and decisions related
to COVID-19[22]. Not long after, on 20 April 2020, Omani news media reported the launch
of a full-on surveillance system called Tarassud Plus[23]. The World Health Organization
(WHO) reported that the system typically offers medical assistance using Artificial Intelligence
in English, Arabic, Urdu, Hindi and Bengali. Additionally, the app shows the availability of
hotline numbers where health care staff may assist individuals and direct them to facilities for
treatment of symptoms[24]. If a citizen tests positive for COVID-19, the application will
launch GPS tracking which is linked to a bracelet to ensure abidance to home isolation. The
app notifies its users if an infected person has come close to them and allows health authorities
to identify quarantined persons through face detection technology if they breach their
quarantine[25].
The epidemiological data collected via Tarassud Plus (monitored through a round-the-clock
Center of Operation Management in the capital of Muscat) helps medical officials track the
spread of the virus and risk-stratify suspected cases. In the future, coronavirus positive patients
may be prevented from entering crowded areas like markets. In addition to the tracking bracelet
and app, the Oman government is putting its police force to use, with eyes in the sky overseeing
the public through a wider angle. The Royal Oman Police are piloting drones to ensure that
people are social distancing in public spaces.
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Oman does not have a standalone data protection law, but there are reservations of privacy in
Oman's constitution. The constitutional Royal Decree No. 101 of 96 recognizes an individual's
right to confidentiality in all forms of communication, but it does not recognize the right to
privacy as a fundamental right.
According to an analysis of the patchwork of laws that constitute Oman's legal protection
legislation conducted by Alice Gravenor, Senior Associate at PwC Legal Middle East, in June
2020, the Sultan of Oman, His Majesty Sultan Haitham Bin Tarik, issued Royal Decree No. 64
of 2020 ("the Decree") establishing the Cyber Defense Centre[26]. Although very short, the
Decree represents one of the latest developments concerning the data protection and cybersecurity landscape in Oman. Article 1 of the Decree states that a body by the name of "The
Cyber Defense Centre" will be set up and that such center will report to the Oman Internal
Security Service (ISS). The law has been a draft since 2017 and was last discussed on 12 July
2020.
An anonymous Omani researcher and lawyer explained that collaborations between health
ministries of the GCC are continuous, meeting on a weekly basis and collaboration is not
hindered by any external or prior disagreements between the countries. Cooperation over
COVID-19 measures seems especially strong as lockdowns seem to occur in the different GCC
countries only days apart. The anonymous source also shared concerns pertaining to the fast
deployment of tracing technology without the existence of solid data protection laws in place:
"We are concerned about downloading the application because of the current security situation
and the developed techniques the state is using such as the Cyber Protection Center[27] with
unlimited resources. They will know how to manipulate this application and target certain
individuals."
Jordan
The Jordanian National Center for Security and Crisis Management (NCSCM) launched a
tracking app called "CRadar" in May 2020. The app is used to track violations of public safety
and unacceptable gatherings[28]. The application has access to approximate and precise
location, Wi-Fi connection information, and full network access as well as the ability prevent
the device from sleeping. Jordan also launched a contact-tracing application called "AMAN"
which is used to compare the movements of users in conjunction with those of coronavirus
carriers as identified by the Ministry of Health. Initially, the app was announced as voluntary,
but then made mandatory for private sector workers[29]. The app subsequently alerts its users
about a possible exposure to the virus and provides instructions regarding home isolation and
contacting authorities[30].
More elaborately, the app retraces the movement of users diagnosed with COVID-19 in the 14
days prior to their diagnosis including dates, times, and places. This functionality aids in
notifying other users who happened to be in the vicinity of the diagnosed patient, which
ultimately expedites diagnosis and controls the spread of the virus. The developers claim that
the location data and wireless networks (WIFI) are only stored via SQLite Database locally on
the user's device and not stored somewhere else. The Ministry of Health asks for user consent,
via the "Export Location Data" button, in order to notify who may have come in contact with
the user. In such a case, the data shared will be securely stored on the Ministry's servers.
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Jordan doesn't currently have a general data protection law; if there had been one, it wouldn't
have been possible to launch an app like AMAN. According to the Jordan Open Source
Association (JOSA), there are currently no legal guarantees that contact-tracing applications,
including "AMAN", will respect the privacy of individuals and their personal data – due to the
absence of an active personal data protection law to hold those accountable for trade in personal
data, or those in charge of these applications in the event of an infringement of privacy[31].
Conclusion
One of the main findings of our research is the lack of transparency pertaining to the
technologies used in contact-tracing apps. Most of these apps are not open source and the public
does not have sufficient information on matters such as its development modality, the country
of import, its procurement details, public-private partnerships or any security and privacy
assessments that were conducted. Other obscured information that would be valuable to public
knowledge is the extent to which the private sector has access and authority over the databases
of the contact-tracing apps, COVID-19 websites, mobile applications, etc. that have been
deployed by these governments.
Governments should uphold data protection laws that emphasize transparency of data usage,
storage, and disclosure to third parties. Users ought to have the right to choose to download the
applications or not. By making downloading mandatory, users lose the autonomy to consent
about how their personal data is handled. Moreover, users also should be able to request their
own data collected by these applications, just as they should have the right to request their
deletion.
As seen earlier, the existence and implementation of data protection laws varies across
countries. Bahrain, on the one hand, does have a data protection law but the right for user
privacy is not at its core. Kuwait, on the other hand, has no protection laws in place, which
makes the deployment of such invasive technologies very harmful for the digital rights of
Kuwaiti citizens. As for Jordan and Oman, more resources need to be invested to finalize their
draft data protection laws before deploying mandatory contact-tracing applications.
Governments should not use COVID-19 to silence and arrest opposition leaders, journalists,
activists, bloggers and human rights defenders, as all aforementioned countries used the
COVID-19 pandemic as a justification to violate basic human rights values for their citizens.
GCHR urges Gulf countries to open a dialogue with civil society organizations about COVID19 technologies and to take into consideration universal human rights standards when rolling
out these technologies on a mass level. There is genuine concern that the technologies were set
in place indefinitely and which will lead to the long-dreaded dystopian future by digital rights
researchers and NGOs, where digital surveillance will be the new normal[32].
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